We have published our ICE Submission Summary Report. This highlights our plans and commitments for the coming year and the outlook back at what we achieved last year.

We want your feedback! Let us know your thoughts on what we have achieved by contacting connectionsfeedback@sse.com

Engage with us online

SSEN Connections Engagement

twitter.com/ssencommunity

facebook.com/ssencommunity

**Commitments Update**

**New Structure**

We have completed our ICE submission and have now submitted our ICE report to the ESSA. This shows our new structure and how we plan to achieve our ambitions.

**HeatMap - UPDATE**

Click here to check 

And of course, we have implemented a TuTas System which allows you to check your connection status at anytime, anywhere.

**How have we been engaging with you?**

**EW Workshop**

Our EW Workshop Manager Richard Handcock: "ICE EO led and managed the EW Workshop on the Oxford EV Summit and used the ICE EO to develop strong connections with our EW Workshop team. It was a very successful event!"

**The Oxford EV Summit**

Focused on dual themes of business development and thought leadership. The event brought together key leaders from across the sector, including SSEN Connections Designers. Equally Transmission and Procurement representatives were provided the opportunity to engage with existing new connections with our Account Managers and Flexible Trials, attraction of new customers and reminding existing client base about our commitment regarding our Scotland’s ambition of 1GW locally owned generation by 2020 and beyond with the following aims in mind. Promotion of green credentials, project, funding, support, innovation, or more practical matters were discussed.

**SSEN Connections Engagement**

A ground-breaking event bringing together business decision-makers with G99 requirements. G59 requirements have been replaced with G99 requirements. Since 27 April 2019, G59 and G83 Generator requirements are changing. Generators will need to provide Appendix G information for relevant Grid Supply Point (GSP) requirements for generators to comply with G99 requirements.

**System Wide Resource register**

We have completed our ICE Submissions for our System Wide Resource Register on the ICE system. This register could be located as an ICE Submissions, whether programmes are impacted and any potential issues. The register is available to view through the ICE system. The register is available to view through the ICE system.

**Connection**

The ICE System Wide Resource Register on the ICE system has been updated with our ICE submission. The register is available to view through the ICE system.

**SSEN attended the first Local EV Workshop hosted by the Local Energy Scotland.**

We supported and attended the CARES Conference 2019. This was a roundtable discussion on inspiring sustainability within communities and businesses. The event covered a range of topics including economic development and leadership, local renewable energy generation, carbon footprint reduction, local support for community energy projects and businesses, and more. The conference was well attended by SSEN Connections representatives. The event was a great opportunity for us to showcase our work and connect with others in the sustainability community.

**Did you know?**

We have now provided new guidelines on the ICE system. If you have any questions, please contact us. This is an update on our ICE submission.

**Local Authorities**

We liaised with Local Authorities across the South East region, including SSEN Connections offices and your local DNOs. We are working with Local Authorities to help them understand the boundaries. We are continuing to work with DNOs, National Grid and the ENA to develop plans to help customers compare and contrast across licence boundaries. We are continuing to work with DNOs, National Grid and the ENA to develop plans to help customers compare and contrast across licence boundaries.

**We have now published our ICE Submission Summary Report. This highlights our plans and commitments for the coming year and the outlook back at what we achieved last year.**

**How have we been engaging with you?**

**EW Workshop**

Our EW Workshop Manager Richard Handcock: "ICE EO led and managed the EW Workshop on the Oxford EV Summit and used the ICE EO to develop strong connections with our EW Workshop team. It was a very successful event!"

**The Oxford EV Summit**

Focused on dual themes of business development and thought leadership. The event brought together key leaders from across the sector, including SSEN Connections Designers. Equally Transmission and Procurement representatives were provided the opportunity to engage with existing new connections with our Account Managers and Flexible Trials, attraction of new customers and reminding existing client base about our commitment regarding our Scotland’s ambition of 1GW locally owned generation by 2020 and beyond with the following aims in mind. Promotion of green credentials, project, funding, support, innovation, or more practical matters were discussed.

**SSEN attended the first Local EV Workshop hosted by the Local Energy Scotland.**

We supported and attended the CARES Conference 2019. This was a roundtable discussion on inspiring sustainability within communities and businesses. The event covered a range of topics including economic development and leadership, local renewable energy generation, carbon footprint reduction, local support for community energy projects and businesses, and more. The conference was well attended by SSEN Connections representatives. The event was a great opportunity for us to showcase our work and connect with others in the sustainability community.